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ABSTRACT 

. BROADCAST RADIATION: A SECOND LOOK 

R.A. Tell and D.E. Janes 
U.S. Environmental Pr,otection Agency 

9100 Broo~ville Road 
Silver Spring, ·Maryland 20910 

---. ·-·-,---- ----·---

' ' 

As· part of its program to determine the health arid. environmental effects· 
: of exposure to nonionizing radiation, the U.S. Environmental Protection .A,gency is. 
· gathering and analyzing information on sources which ·produce radiation levels 

in the environment.· · The question of broadcast statlons as. environmental. 
silll rces of non I on l,dnr, rad I II t l011 expm;,11:e . h11s hee11 pr~'V lousl y. acid r<'ssed hy the 
authors. 'f'hl.s paper ('X_tends thl' rc•llultli of the pr<'vlous work. Th:11, . .lnve.slJgu-'., 
tion is developed around vertical radiati6n patterns and data suppiled by the ' 
FCC on the heights of ·transmitting antenrias above gtound and above supporting 
·struc.tures, such. as building ~oofs. In particular, power densi'ties at roof arid: 

. ground levels are calculated for areas very near FM broadcast installations. . 
iusing recent information on steep depre11sion angle radiation from commonly usedi 
, FM transmit'ting antennas. Associated field measurement. data are .also discussed; 
and the overall implications of this analysis are examined in terms .of present· ( 
RF exposure standards and philosophy. · 

INTRODUCTION 

The U;S. Environmental Protection Agency conducts a program to determine' 
the health and environmental effects of -exposure to nonionizing radiation; This: 

'program includes gathering anci analyzin~ !~formation on levels in _the environ-. 
ment. Iri the initial phases of this program sources of electromagnetic energy 
were examined on a categorical basis in an attempt to identify those sources 
which ·provide the major contribution to ambient radiofrequency (RF) and inicro-' 
wave field intensities [1). Source types with the highest effective radiated 

·powers (ERP) were identified_and .became,the subject of a-subsequent analysis · 
whereiti. satellite communication earth terminals ranked highest with high power 
search radars next on the'list. On the 1basis of raw ERP alone~ these sources 
are cleariy the most potentially hazardous simply because of their high powers. · 
Btit when analyzed on the basis of ground level power densities in their . . . 
vicinity, these sources becaine less. of a· potential environmental problem than 
originally suspected because of·the extremely directive antenna patterns 
employed. These super-power sources were then examined on an individual. basis 
with respect to· potential hazards should one be exposed in the main beam f2,-4) ;· 
In general though· it was found that the sources which contribute most to the . 
environmental picture are the broadcast''.stations which' are so predominant iii 
this country. ' The ·term "environmental' picture" is .used to deriote" the average; 
ambient RF ati:d microwave multiple source environment as 'opposed td. the very 
intense levels associated with a spec:i.qc source _location. Table 1 gives, the 
number of broad.cast stations in the various services [5). Broadcast sources · 
are,. of :course, considerab~y __ l()wer poweted-than many satellite communications 
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Table 1.. Broadcastihg stations on airM 

513 VHF Commercial TV Stations 

198 -UHF Co11111ercial TV Stations 

711 Total Commercial TV Stat.ions 

95 VHF Noncommercial TV Stations 

147 UHF .. tloncommercial TV Stations 

242 . Total Nonco11111ercial TV Stations 

953 Total TV Stations 

4434 AM Radio Stations 

2648 Commercial FM Stations 

725 '._!oricommercial FM Stations 

s·760 Total Broadcasting Stations 

!:cl As of the end of January 1975 .taken from 
reference (SJ. 

or radar stations but by their very nature they direct their. emissions .to the· 
:surrounding environment. Thus, on a practical basis; relatively high trans
:mitter power and relatively·low antenna gain. are the two source factors which 
1
most influence population exposure in g~neral. Table 2 summarizes some of. the 

· :factors associated with non-broadcast emitters which lessen their environmental : 
:and/or· g·eneral population impact. ' 

Table 2. Non-'broadcast sour'ce factors which lessen· their 
environmental impact. 

Source Type 

Radar 

Satellite Communications 

· Larid Mobile Communicadons 

Comments 

Very .narrow beam widths 
Antenna rotational duty._ 

factor 

Very narrow beam width 
Orientation to sky 

; Low power 
Intermittent operation 

' 
' 

Not only are more people exposed to radiation from broadcast stations i:hari· ; 
other·· types of sources put the dyniimic range in exposure level.s of various pqp- ', 
u1ations is very striking. A relative cimplitude-frequency spectra for the .FM 
brciadc11st .band taken in Greenbank, West :Virginia is compared with one collected 
.in Washington, DC in Figure 1. The vert_ical axis of. these figures is a loga:
rithmic .plot of the relat:J,ve power density observed at these two locations. 
Thus, depending upon geographic location some individuals are.routine,ly exposed 
to RF levels many orders of mag_ni~ude h~gher than others. ' · · 

.. ) 
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Figure. 1-A. Relative FM ·spectrum - Greenb_ank,: WV 
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The question of broadcast stations \s environ~ental sotitces of nonionizing . 
. ' radiation exposure has been previously ~ddressed [ 6]. This paper reviews some 
,of the radiation properties -of .1:iroadca_s~ stations, extends the results of the 
,previous work, and. focuses on ·the ident.~fication of specific VHF broadcast 
'.sources which may produce practically ob1erved power densities in the neighbor-, 
hood of lmW/cm2 or higher. Associated ifield measurement da.ta are discussed • 

.land the overall implications of this study are examined in terms of present RF 
·:exposure standards and philosophy. ' · 

. . . 

RADIATION .PROPERTIES OF BROADCAST STATIONS 

: Amplitude modulation (AM) is employed in the AM s,tandard broadc~st band 
; (535~1605 'kHz). Stations .range in powe~- from 100 W to. 50 kWand ·employ .vertkal 
'monopole antennas. There exist 133 50 kW AM.stations or about.J.pertent of the 
total number of AM stations. Thes~ ant~nnas, or phased arrays of monopoles, are 
tised to propagate a vert lcally polarized groundwave signal in an omnl-d I n~c
tional pattern. Generally th~ reason f,5r a· multi pli• tower army l.·fl to minimize 

; radiation in some part kular cllrection :lm1teacl of enhanc:lng. the signa 1 In a 
given direction .. In th.is manner long dlstanc.e lnterference protection is pro
vided to distant stations operating·on tjhe same frequency. Because the .earth 
'acts as a ground plane for the verticaliaritennas used in AM radio transmission, 

. ;ground conductivity plays an important iole in determining the strength of the 
.. !emitted signals'. The greater the soil conductivity, the greater the s:j.gnal 

i strength at a giveri point for a fixed pdwer. Ground conductivities found in. 
:the U.S. vary typically from 1 to 30 millimhos per meter [7]. Other·factors 
l that af.fect the intensity of an AM. radio signal are the tower he_ight (some . · 

, . ;heights are more effective than others. {n maximizing field. strengths), the 
·'''lfrequenc:y of emission, the immediate terrain about the antenna site; and the 

lac:tual power being transmitted. . . . . . 
I • 

I Using a computer programdeveloped:by the Institute for Telecommunication 
)Sci~nces [8], the ground level field strength near two different AM radio 
itowers was computed and is plotted in ·Figure 2. These two curves represent the 
!extremes in field strength for variat lori_s. in ground conductlvity, antenna tower, 
,height, and frequency. ·Each' cur.ire :Is c'dmputed for 11 trnnsmltter output power 
,of 50 kW .and u!lsumes that the power is tlotall·y dt'Hvt•red to the antenna w1thout -: 
:mismatch loss. TJ:te particular tower heights used w~re obtain~d byinspection .· 
tof the offi,cial list of. notified assignJents of standard· btoadcast stations (9) 
i and choosing actual indicated minimum arld maximum tower he.ights according to 
; the· 50 kW 'stations operating on each of , the two different frequencies. A 
1
rnaximum Held strength of 22 V/m is obdined at 100 .m from the 550 kHz case and 
decreases as approximately the·fnverse of the distance. Two qualifications· 
ne.ed to be placed. on these results: (a) the in.d.icated field strength: values 

i are ncit valid ·at distances c'loser than 100 m due to near field effects and (b) 
lit is possible that some particular sta~ion with an optimu.m tower het'ght· (S/8 
');) at its. operating· frequency arid an ex<iellent groun.'d system might' produce .. 
·slightly higher field strengths - the. t-ito'cases selected here are intended t'o 
be representative of typical extremes b~t not-necessarily the_ absolute .extremes 

iA field strength of 22 V/m is equivalent: to 0.13 mW/cm2 in free space. 
:" . · .. ,· : ' ' . ·.: ,' ' . . . . . ," ;· ' 

. As on~approa.ches the monopole of an AM. staUon the exposure- must be . .· 
'computed on.the. basis of both the electtic and magnetk fields and must include; 
the induction and electr'ic fields very· rteai:. the surface of .the ahteriria., It is 

: of interest' to determine the intense .fiJlds very near su~h, arifonnas arid thi~ is! 
accomplished by, solving .the field equadons for the case of a monopol~ ·over a . 
perfectly conducting ground plane .[10). ; In reality finite ground conductivity : 
will affect the answers but· for practic-l,l hazard analysis purposes the · . . : 
approxi,m~tio_n. is s~f_!_f.c_i_ently accurate. ' Figure 3 is a plot of , the electric and t 
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.magnetic field strengths in 
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vertical monopole 
O.l·and O.S wavelengths' 

-Figure 2. Ground wave fteld strength for a SO ·kw 
single;monopole AM broad¢ast station. 
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The two sets of curves represent the fl~lds as calculated on the ground surface.'. 
:The electric ancl ma>inetlc ffold Htre11g,tljtt whld11n-t1 erp1tvalirnt:, In ·1h11 l'ar. ' .i 

·rJc.J,r, to :urmW/cu?·,irl! Hhow11 li1r. r~r,,r1.11w1.•.• .Thrn11>1h llllllll'l'llllOI ,·11l.1·ub11·11111r,,:,. ' 

·. clepending. o. n. ex1.1ct tower hel.ghts, .lt cnl he .H .. lu.•wu 1 h111 1.hrHc.• r.tC'lt·l.111.t,•i.mJ.ty 
1values. represent the range of possible nlucs for prnctically used stnn<lnrd 
.broadcast towers. The strongest implic tion· of these results. is that. field 
.,strengths very· near and on the surface f such towers can reach extremely high 

· :values and may represent a hazardous coridition for workers climbing them. · .·. 
: .. ' . ' 

FM and .. TV stations operating in th~ VHF and UHF parts of the spectrum (see 
Table 3 for frequencies and auth.orized ulaximum powers) employ antennas which 
exhibit a uniform pattern in the azimutll but concentrate the .power into a 
:narrow vertical plane beam. An example :of the vertical .plane radiation pattern 1 

· /of a typtcal UHF-TV transmitting antenn4 is ·seen in Figure .4. Sometimes the ' 
,antenna employs a. certain degree of beani tilt to optimize the coverage in _a ., 

1particular locale. · FM and TV antennas 1tilize the tower only as a supporting 1 

Jdevice; frequently a single tower may s1pport several FM and/or TV transmitting 
;antennas. .I • 

. .,__i ! 

Table 3. Technical information relevant to FM. and TV broadcasting. 

;;J 

Service 

FM Radio 

Low· VHF- TV· 
(Ch. 2~6) 

High VHF:-TV 
(Ch. 7,-13) 

. UHF-TV 

.. _.i - .. •· 

'Frequency . {MHz) 

88-:- 108 

54-88 

174~216 

470-890 

Maximum ERP. { kW) 

100 (maj use,100 kW 
in both horizontal and 
ve_rtical planes) . 

100 · 

316 

5000 

i 

I -1 

•.! . Be~a~se of the collimation of a fa~rly narrow beam of radiati~n, these · .. 
1

• 

i antennas exhibit gain over an isotropic 1radiator. This power gain is used to· . 
. compute the effective r."1diated power (Elj.P) for the station since 
1 

ERP Pt1 where 

Pt= power input to antenna 
G =.gain.of antenna i 

. I 

/For computation of the. field in ihe. viclnity of sµch antennas., 
''. 

1hold for a hazards analysis. The elect ic field radiated from 
, be expressed by: . . · • 

E(V/m) = .. ~ x Fa 
· R/ 

where 

several relations 
the antenna may 

i 
i 
i 

P = effective-radiated power in w!
1

tts in the main lobe •Of th~ antenna. 
R ·= distance from center of radia ion of antenna in meters - usually -

taken c1s the physical center f the antenna~. to the point in question 
Fa = relative field factor for the jd_esired depression angle from. the . ·. 

horizontal of the antenna i · 
I 

... · ... L .... ..,,_, ,'<,(L' 
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Fa is .that numbe.r which would be taken ~rom a plot of the rela.tive electric 
!field strength for an antenna such as is given in 'Figure 4; The factor of two i 
;in this relation accounts for the refle~tion of .the incident electric field · 

·:which might occur due to surrounding objects. In the case of reflections the 
'standing wave can double the value of the incident field. This factor is .then 
ja conservative way of making an estimatJ of the actual field; 

i 

·.·•,·, ! 

i 
F-igure 4, ,. Medium gain UHF antenna . vertical i:adiation 
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'Another useful relati.on i's ihe trel space expression. for power density: 

-S(mW/cm2 ) i P where 
lOnR2 , 

the terms are the S!lme as previously del=ined: This relation coines·directly 
. ~ : from the expre,ssion .for electric. field. rtre.ngth since 

i. 
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These· relatio11s _have been used to ctornpute the worst_ case values of expected 
power density at _various_ heights above ground for an actual super-power UHF-'-TV 
station in W11shfogton, DC [11]. Terra:i.rt elevation.data along eight different 

, radial. directions from the station.1ocatlion were used in ·conjunction with the 
vertical radiation pattern of the actual antenna being used by the_ station . 

. ,Figure 5 shows how the power density varies as a funcUon of distance from a _ 
UHF. transmitter and the dis_tance below the center of. radiation for ·the antenna • 

. The computed _curves are for a 1 MW_ E_RP station a~d employ the radiati~n pattern: 
characteristics of the actual station studied in Washington, DC.· Main beam 

,-exposures could theoretically only exist in the case of a tall .nearby building 
or other anteriria mounting configuration iwh:ich allowed individuals to lllook :i.nto· 

,the antenna.I' Figure 6 gives.the maxim~m worst case power densities produced · 
;in the main.beam of FM, VHF-TV, and UHFiTV broadcasting stations. Maximum 
·authorized-ERP is used from Table 3 for,each service and the· computed power 
,density assumes that reflections occur. I 

Figure S. Power density for a:VHF TV station. 
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FM arid VHF-TV broadcast antennas eihibit: broader beam width's fo the: 
vertical· plane· and :1.n some instances le~s well controlled . I u·uminat lon of the -
array resulting in what are referred tol as grat in'g lobes .[ 12]. 'Grat lng lobes . 
are t_hose radiati_o~ lobes which are dirfcted_ straight _ahove and below_<the _ -
antenna where it is not desired to radifte _or waste power. Figure. 7 :Lllustrates • 

,., ........ , 
i , ___ .!. ____ ., ·--
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Figure 6. Maximum power depsity from FM and TV 
~.tatfons. ·· l 
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:the exist~tlc"e of grating lobes. In the~case of a broadcast antenna with. a J. 
·l pronounced grating lobe, the . electric f~eld strength on the ground or ·at the i. 
)base of the tower can be as -intense as En· the main lobe. of the. an_tenna at the 
jsame distance (a distance equal to the ower height) [13]. This interesting 
lresuit .is the basis for a:n analysis of stations to attempt identi_fication of'. 

"':specific.sites where unusually intense _ ields· tnight be observed .. This' analysis\ 
-lwill be discussed shoitly. ! r-

f ' - i ; 
I - . I I 
\HAZARD SURVEYS AT BROADCAST FREQUENCIES[ 
. . .· I ·.. .·· ·. . 

--_ W_ithin the last few years a numbet•:of field mea_sureme_nt studies have been _:• 
'accomplished; some of these s_tudies havJ been aimed at determining ambient RF 
! levels a long distance away from broadcJst sources· while others have been :-
i directed toward assessing field levels fo the immediate neighborhood of spec:ifi<: . 

': ;transmitting antennas. Two environment~!-- studies, one in Las V_egas, Nevada and 1-
, one in Washington, DC, have been perfor ed to determine the, relative intensitieiJ. 
of stations· ope.rating in a number of br adcast bands [ 14, 15 i. These measure- : ! 

1ments provided some initial information ion levels due to broadcast sources and ; 
i demonstrated the difficulty of making adcurate; broadband field intensity i _ 

"'- ;_measu_ remerits. The results of the.· Washi4gton _study indic. ated that t_he pr.inciple J_ 
! component of the total power density ob.~erved, when monitpred . over the fre- · _ ; 
j quency _ range of 20 Hz to- 10 GH_z, was du-~ ·-to broadcast stations and. nearby .radar_ I 
i installatio_n:3. · The Las Vegas survey st~died only _broa_dcast statio_ns in the I 
!VHF spectrum (54-220 MHz). Maximum power density observed in Las Vegas was · : 

·!0.8 µW/cm2 at one monitoring point and 1his was due in large part to on~ TV _ 
_ s_t_ation a!id_ _ t~E. FM ~t_ation~ ._ -~- !<?._t__a! __ i_ t_e_gra_te~--value of _ _power ~E_ms~_ty i:,_f i 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1-

, . , , ' 
___ _:_~-•·:·-~-·-· ." I_' ;,,,:_",Ii / l ~-'f"II , 
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FM transmitting. antenna. I 
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--' . . I . . , fo.4 µW/cm 2 was recorded as the largest ialue in the Washington, DC survey; Morel 
., 'recent measurements in the Washington a~ea using more accurately calibrated- · .' 
·::: jequipment indicate that much higher ambient levels can be expected [l6]. As an i 

1example of the type of general environmJrital surveys being performed presently · 
i by EPA, Figure: 8 shows the field strengths in the FM and low VHF-TV bands. · ! These measurements utilize antenn~s: designed to respon·d to all polarization 

.. i components of the impinging waves and ouike use of computer automated data .· .. , 1 corrections which incorporate all syste~; correction factors necessary such as 
'for i:he .antennas. These graphical out.ptits were obtained at Sibley Hospital in .1 
:Washington and when converted to equivalent power density plots represent a 
foi:al of 0.4 µW/cm2 in these.two bands flone. This compares with a value .of 

·0.007 µW/cm2 mlc!asured at the same locat+on in the previous. Washington, DC . 
survey [15] which was reportedly due to[contributions throughout the entire. 
_spectrum. . ! · 

Another interesting study concerns: the measurement of. RF field strength~·. 
· 'at the University of California MedicallCei1ter in San F.rancisco [17].· This 

study was prompted by the construction ~f a nearby major broadca·st tower which 
,now supports the transmitt!ng antennas tor several television and FM stations; 
.Personnel in the hospital were worried Jbout possible interference from the 
, new tower with. medical instrumenta.tion ~nd particularly cardiac pace~akers.. f 
Measurements were made both before· ·and lifter installation of the new tower: to ! 

.. ·., assess the impact whi~h the more closelt situated stations would have. Maximum i 
observed field strengths of 1. 4 V /m wer~ fourid after the new tower .was placed . 
in operation; and this value was from a~ FM station; A report by pe~sonnel of : 
the hospital [18] indicates that their ¢ff ice' of Environmental Health: and Safetyj 
has established ·an inside the hospital standard which requires that the field ! · 

· sq:-e~gi:h must not exceed 1 V Im_ a::'E::_a_ge .tz: 1. 5 V /.~ peak.' These two studies · / .. 

.. L .. t' ·\• ,I ,.'I ' : ~ ~ 1 

J_ 

I 
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Figure 8-A. FM barid field stren~ths in WashinAton, nc 
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;suggest that the eff~~t-~ of ·RF interfer~nce to critical life support devkes . 
:may be as important as the direct therm~lizing effects in tissue from intense · 
!RF fields. Though cardiac pacers have Ueen greatly improved with respect· to 

,:_ JRF interference susceptibilities in the ipast few years, this problem may still · 
-· ;exist for some time in the close proximity of high power broadcast stations [19]~. 

An investigation of a new proposed:broadcast antenna installation ir\ 
iMinneapolis has been made to determine :i.f radiation levels on the roof of. the .: 

':building :supporting..the .. tower:will exceed the. OSHA regulation of 10 mW/cm2 [20]~ 
Using as a guide a previous study made it the Shell Plaza in Houston [21] from 

. ;which eight FM radio stations transmit, ·: the expected power density on the , 
1building in·.Miririeapolis was predicted td be 5.9 mW/cm2 ff four stations are ' 
:used or_9'.1 inW/cm2 H five' stations ope~ate. The Shell.Plaza study, supported 
· by field measurements, found that levellf approaching 5.6 mW/cm2 could occm;.on 
· that building. A similar analysis performed for the new Sears building in - .··.
;chicago which support_s a number of majo°t television and FM stations de_termined 
,that exposure levels were in the 4-5 mWAcm2 range at the point of maximum· 
:intensity [22]. j 

The. ques.tion of broadcast radiatioJ from a hazard point of view has be~n 
\·raised by the HawaHan State Senate whi¢h has passed a resolution -asking for .a 
1 formal examination of this question frcim the Hawaiian State .Department of · 
,Health [23];_ An impetus for this reso14don was the denial of an application 
, for a building permit for a new high ri~e building which would be locate.d 
;immediately adjacent to a broadcast tow~r which is the single most powerful 
:source of broadcast power, ERP wise, in !Honolulu [24].. EPA has assisted the 
l State of Hawaii in this end_eavor [25]. I In' a previous broadcast_ situation in 

_ /Hawaii, the strong fields produced by at AM standard broadcast station indt1c~d 
_, !high RF cu_rrents and, voltages in nearby icranes used in ship loading operations 

jat an adjacent pier [26]. A subsequent ;study w_a_s performed .to quantitate th~ 
1 induced field effects and to investigate possible remedial measures [27]. ' . - I ·- , I . . . 

I· Recently a very interesting exposuie situation has been ·identified. at 1 -

· Mt. Wilson near Los Angele·s in Californ{a. Mt.· Wilson is the sit_e of. probably J
' more FM radio and television broadcast 9tations than any where _else· in' the _ , 
;riatiori. At .the request of the Los Angeles County Health Departm~nt, EPA is . _. : 
:presently assessing the possihle' levels lof RF radiation which exist at. the base: 
Of the many towers on _this mountain top'. At one particular location, 'a poi£ : -

: office-· is situated in the midst of 27 different radio and TV stations located 1 

1
on different towers. Figure 9 iliustrates the Mt.:Wilson,broadcast coinplex. 

I 
Because of the unique setting of t~is large broad~ast installation, most i 

•of the towers are relatively low to the;ground. since they are on· a mountain top.
1

1
• 

to begin with, EPA will be conducting a/ series of field measurements at Mt. . ···--
Wilson in the near future to .determine .j.ctual exposure levels· and to irtves_tigatJ 
.various instrumentation approaches applicable in a multiple source, intense. -' l 
field environment. · · .1. · ·. \ 

IDENTIFICATION OF· HIGH INTENSITY FM TRA~SMITTER SITES 
l ~
I 

' I I The foregoing examples of hazard surveys· at various broadcast installation~ 
· point out·. that broaq.cast st~tiOns are a [major sourc~ of RF exposllre in: the_ f-
environment and if the circumstances ar~ right; environmentally sign:!-ficimt , i- · 
exposurei;; may ·occur.. Sigriif°icant _ is defined as any exposure which .is in l:he· . 
rioinge of· i t<i 10 mW/cm2 , 1 mW/cm2 being\a tenth of the current accepted occup~-' 

,ti<inal guiqe for exposure in this country. It is of interest to· determine what, 
segment <if the population may be_ routinely exposed to significant iev_eis · of -RF 1 
energy, if any, before a d~:~~-~o~ is ma4e as to the necessity of: creating· an • . r 

' 
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,-Figure 9. Broadcast tower comp_lex on Mt. Wilson near Los _Angeles. 

l 

·J 

environmental standard for RF exposure tlhat would. be applicable tci th~ gen~t~'f j .· 
population.• Prompted by the o_utd,m.· e of Jsome o. f these p.ist broadcast' tadiatfon.) 
hazard surveys and the observation of r~latively. intense ·grating lobes from·FM 
rad.lo. transmitting installations [28] we dec:i.ded to study the populiltion of FM i 
radio st~tions in this country. The intention wa~ to identify. specific FM · . · 

1 transmitting sites where the RF exposur~ levels might be relatively. high, at · 
,least in the significant range. These ~ites then, could serve."as.locations to 

. imake careful field intensity measurementts for the purpose of val:f.datirig the. 
, , calculad:onal procedures used in identifying them. · . 

1 The first step in this· anaiysis waJ to obtain the require~ t'ech~ical 
;information 'on all FM radio st'ations in:the nation .. A'list of all FM stations 
;was obtained' directly from the FCC. which contains in additi.o~ to the usual·. ' 
. . . , .J . . . .; : ',, . . ·: . . :·I,.: . •. . . , ' . . . .... .. ,·.· .. 

, · .. tec~n .. ic ___ 11\ _spedpcation. s, !"o_ r. ·. the sta .. t,1?11-s. the_'.height of .the.· ant~nna_. _,_;:.above. t~ .. e. 
···tower· base;-:and the height ·of the antenna ·above _ground •. · This. info'rmatlort: is:. ,· .. : · ,., · 
.>very difficult,' to, obtain: witfiout indfvidually -corttactirig e~~h: 'stat:i:e>~i.~f->\ / -::;:-,: 
,:interest an:d unfortunately is ;not av~ilable on a c<>111pui:et atitoiiiat~o\dli'(~ bas~<'1 
LFfom thh Usting ,of some 3,00() atationt;a sorting>criterfa. W~IS 'estab'.(l$he,d:·t6') 

11~~1i:~!~;E1ti[J\I}:;~~;:~:~~:[i:;;7tt:t!!i~b;1t.;.~t~tt~;~J · 
(a) _the actual transinitter power htd to exceed 100 W ·: 1 

I 
L 
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(b) either the antenna height abovEi ground or the tower base had to be· 

less than 100 feet. . 

· Using this. criteria 326 stations wt~rt;? fqund .that quall.fied for .further analysis •.. 
,Tn thls.jlrocedure, then~ exiHtH the,poHaihllfty that a inaxJmum 11uthor·f_'zl•cl power' 
0

Bt11d.011 nilght he sltui1ted_ JuHt:ovtH' lOO[fet>I_ In li1•(ght und 11(•.ml.Hsed. •D11rl.111( ·· 
the Hort -proceRs', thcrt.•fore, some :Ju.d11munt. wns 11Hed· t.o lnd.11d1· 111 n [1•w. · 

;instances .s,tations that were sltghtly o~er- tl11• 100 foot l:lmit Jf L:he_v' weh• 
, ·.higti power outlets. , , •· . ' .. 

Each st.atibn which met the. sorting , criteria was then analyze if for· the 
maximum p'ossible power density which co4ld exist -at the base of its tower. This 
,power density might, be on a• roof top, i~ t.he station wall situat.ed ori ~ buildi,ng~ 
io'r on the ground. Power density calculations,- were performed using the simple 
. free space r(;!lation previously discusse4 and includes the possibiHty of · 
reflections which would enhance ,the. fieid intensity and assumes that the. grating· 
lobe fieid is as substantial as· the maiq beam. In the case .of stat.ions utiliz-:'. 
ing dual polarization, only the ERP in Ube horizontal plane was used in the 
computation. This procedure was assumed reasonable since previous measurement 
results set;?med related to the power in qne polarization.plane only (13). A 

'final cross check fqr current op'eration :power was made by referring to ari<>_ther · 
:commonly available source of broadcast station information before ranking the· 
'results [S]. Table 4 is a' list showing, the results of this analysis With the 
stations listed in order of decreasing computed power- density. This list . 

Lreveals that the maximum computed power density is about 21 mW/cm2 for a roof 
, top location .in Oklahoma City. Power. densities ciecrease fairly rapidly to the 
'.range of 1-2 mW/cm2 • ·. This list shows only the first 24 ·stations; it was 
':determ:i.mid that 86 stat.fons could poten~iaHy pr.Qduce a power .density of, 1 .. , .... 
mW/cm2 or higher. This represents 3 pe#cent pf all FM stations in, th~ c~mntry .. 
The predominate number of the higher exposure· values. calcuiai:ed are for• roof'' 
i:op installations .. ·sixty-one of these 8~ stations were roof mounted. Table 5 
provides a summary of the data found irt: Table 4. . . 

_1. - ' ' . - ! .. 

'' 
• il: 

' • . j '. 

Table 4. FM station analysis. [ 
. ..... _! .,. .·'' ' ' .,,_:..· .·.•· 

Call 

·-•-·· 

KAFG 
KFNB 
WFMR 
KCMW ' 
WQFM· 
WFUV 
WJR . 
WOMA· 
WlMI. 
KPRI 

. KSRN 
WBYU 
WQRS 
KEZQ 

~~~~} 
KEZK 
KRAS 
WMTQ 
KITT 

'KRWG 
WPRB 
KTBA 
WFYR 

Location ERP 
(kW) 

Oklahoma City'; OK 100 · 
Oklahoma City, OK 100 . 
Milwaukee, WI . 39 
Warrenburg, MO . 100 
Milwaukee, WI ' , ·so 
New York, .NY 50 
Detroi.t,' Ml · 50 · 
Ta-1 lahasse, FL · '51 
Miami, FL 60 . 
San Diego, CA 50 · ' 
Reno, NV 25 . 
New Orleans, LA • 100 
Detroit, Mi · 50 
Little Rock, AR 60,, 
.Port Arthur, ·rx. 25. 

St. Louis, MD .63' 
Seattle, WA 45· 

·Mt. Washington, NH · 48 
San Diego, CA 120 H, ·31 V *,. 
Las Cruces, NM 100 . 
Pri nceto.n·, NJ · 17 < 
Broken Arrow, 'OK .3' 
Chicago, IL · 50 

... Antenna 
: Heights 

Struct/Gnd 
(Ft) 

40/301 
40/457 
35/330 
60/100 
44/279 

. 45/199 
·•· 54/486' 
· 55/149 

60/409 . 
55/135 .. 

-40/40 
80/513 . 
58/516 
6_6/310 

44/_204 • 

70/347' 
60/60 
62/62 

100/320 
--192 
38/154. 

'16/174 
69/549 · 

Power Density ,(111W/cmi) Freq. 
Structure Ground. (MHz) 

.. ' 21.414 
21.414 
10.908 
9,517 

. _8;849 
8.460 

.5.875 
5.777 
5.710. ·.-,rm .. 
5,354 
5.093 
4: 719 · 
4,424 

4.405 
. 4.283 
4.278 
4.112 

' . 4.034 
4.015 ',' 
3,598 

0.3782 .. 
0, 1641' 
o. 1227 

·. 3 •. 426' 
·o,2201 ·.-
0.4326 
0:0125 
0,.7871 
0.1229 
0.9400 

0.1302 
.. 0.0643 
0.2139 

0.2058 

0.179'3 

· o:4015' .. 
. .. 4:048, 

"· 0.2456 
0.0340' 
0:0568 

---.-: 
102:7 .. · 
101.9 · 
96.5 · 
90.9:• 

:n· 
94.9 
·9j. 1 

106,5· 
104:5, 
95. 7., 

105, 1 
94: i . 
93,3 

102.5 
, 107.7 

94.9. 
105.3 · 
90.7' 

103;3 
92.1 

·103,5· 

*Effective radiated ~ower in 'horLzontal and vertica) pla~e~: 

:; 
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Table 5. Statistkai summary of)FM,data. 
i 
! 

Power Density Number of 
Range .Stations 

1.0 1. 99 36 
2.b .- 2.:99 21 
3.0 - 3.99 7 
4 .. 0 - , 4.99 8 
5.0 5.99 7 
6.0 -. 6.99 0 
7;0 - 7.99 0 
8.0 . 8.99 2 
9.0 - 9.99 1 

10.0 - 10.99 1 
------------
21 .Q -~ 21 .99 2 

Total number of FM stations= 3373 = 100%. 

Pe~cent ·of 
Those > 1 

41.9 
24.4 
8.1 
9.3 
8.1 

2.3 
1.2 
1.2 

2.3 

No. of Stations which met llpull-out" criteria = 326 = 9.7"/.. .. 
No. of stations which ha.ve power densities >l .O = 86 = 2.6%. 'i 
No. of above power densities measured from a roof = ,61 = 70.9% .. 

I 

.. l 
' 

1. 
1, 

i 
A number of qualifications must be ; indicated concerning these . results. i 

1 iThe indicated antenna heights as obtained from the FCC are in, reality the . I 
;heights to the very top of the supportldg structure rather than to the center 

·: of radiation for each· antenna, In s~ine : instances this is in fact · to the top · of : 
.the antenna but .in others it' may be a significant distance beyond the· point on : 
the tower.where ·1:he antenna is mounted. In the cases where the antenna is 

· actually lbwer to .the tower base tl\an s7own in the FCC data, the calculai:ed. 
· power density will be under-estimated. · •Another factor is the accuracy of the. 
data base as supplied by the FCC; it was found by checking with .a few stations 

. at random that. some errors in ~ntenna hJights exist in the FCC listing_. · · 
:Additionally there were 78 stations which had insufficient antenna height. 

·'information to determine if they should 'be included with the stations for which 
power densities were computed. This factor, of course, could place other .. 
stations in Table 4 which are not presently there. Finally the computation of · 
power density used in this analysis is a simplification of. the problem in that 
'it does not use measured vertical radiation pattern data for each station;s 
: antenna nor does it use any method· of c~rrection for near-field gain effects· 

. when the computation is for a distance in the near field. Another very · 
; important factor is the proximity of thJ nearest radiating .element ·with respect'. 
to the ground or the roof. The local ff~lds in the. illlD!edfate vicinity. of a · i 
radiating elerilent'can be extremely. intense arid these estimates do not take.into: 
account this possibility since we have ri.o data on s_uch element locations.. All 
of these factors can obviously modify t~e order of the listing in Table 4, the : · 

,actual stations and power densities found therein, and, of course, can account 
for differences between those power densities calculated and the exposure which' 

'would be measured in the field. Nevertheless,' this analysis can provide· a .. · 
giiide to locations 'where relativety' :i.nt~nse fields wili''be found anifme'asuremen~•" 
locations. useJul · for verifying · analytic~i · methods of predicting _expo sh res'.·· 

-- ' ' 1 ' - . 

A similar sorting was performed fot TV stations in the U, S •. using bo'th a' 
. special list provided by the FCC 'and' ot~er sources [29]. From the ,available 
data.it was not possible to deterinine'if a given TV tower was.located on'a 

•'-• • "f""',, 
i 
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bu:Udfo.g or· on the ground; additionally :the significance of grating lobes on TV 

antennas is assumed to be far less than in the case of FM antennas. Thus· a 

listing was produced of all stations with antenna heights above ground of 100 

·feet or less. This list, Table 6, is ptoduced _in order of increasing tower 

·heights and indicates those stations wit;h shor.t towers where ground leyel field i 
intensities will be relatively high. · 

!· 

i. 

<.;,_! 

Call Locat.ion 

NEW 
WVPT 
KMEB 
KVRW 
KTIE 
WOLE 
KMAU 
KYUS 
KINY 
KAIL 
KMVI 
KEKO 
KAIi 

· KYVE 
WNNE 
KWRB 
WSVI 

. KBSC 
KBGL 
KTVR 
KSL 
KTEH 
KORL 
WLBZ 
KBYU 
KEET 
KBLL 
KBSA, 
KIXE 
NEW 
WETK 
WBBJ 

. KEYC 

Salinas; California 
Staunton·, 'Virginia 
Wailuku, Hawaii 
Raw 1 ins, Wyoming 
Oxnard, California 
Aquadilla, Pureto Rico 
Wailuku, Hawaii 
Mi 1 es City, Montana . 
Juneau, Alaska 
Fresno, California 
Wailuku, Hawaii 
Elko, Nevada 
Wailuku, Hawaii 
Yakima, Washington 
Plattsburgh, New York 
Riverton, Wyoming 
Ch_ristiansted, Virg_in Islands 
Corona, California · 

·Pocatel-lo, Idaho 
La Grande, Oregon 
Sa 1 t Lake City, Utah 
Sari Jose,· Ca 1 i fornfa 
Reno, Nevada 

· Bangor, f-laine 
Provo, Utah 
Eureka, California 
Helena, Montana 
Guasti, California 
Redding, California 
Reno,. flevada ... 
Burl i-ngton, Vermont 
Jackson, Tennessee 
Mankato,. Minnesota 

ERP 
(kW) 

23.48 .' 
87 .1 
31.6 
12.6 
20 
17.8. 
14.1 
10.2. 
0.24 

355 
27 .5 
25.3 
29.8 
19.1 

525 
58.9 
58.5 

457 
66.1 
12. 2 
33.9 
95 
17 .4 
51.3 
49 
66.1 

0.973 
219 
115 

31.05 
251 
295 
316 

Antenna Channe 1 
Heights 
Struct/Gnd 
(Ft) 

29 
46 
47 .3 
57 
59 
60 
60 
65 
69 
69.5 

. .70. 
71 
75 
78 
79 
79 . 
80 
82 
87 
87. 
90 
92 
92 
95.5 
96 
97 
97 
98 
99 

100 . 
100.4. 
109 

.116_ . 

7 
51 
10 
11 
63 
12 
3 
3 

.8 
· 53 

12 
10 
7 

47 
57 
M 
B 

52 
10 
13 
5 

54 
4 
2 

11 
13 
12 
46 
9 
5 

33 
. 7 
12 

. . 

. The next phase of· thfs study is to· 1document by'. a set of c~reful field 

jmeasurements the actual field-intensities at the base_of a number of: the 
'. previously discussed .FM ~nd. TV transmit~er sites. These field measurements 

i 

l will examine. the applicability of: varioi;,s measurement technique5 including: (a) : 
'.the use of tuned dipoles and narrow band tuneable receivers, (b) electrically 

! .. 

I short probes using broadband diode dete¢tion; and (c) commercially available . 
· · i RF hazard. survey instrumentation. The comparison of electrically short probes 

1 with more conventionally used half-wave' dipoles is important .to define condi~ 

'tions under.which the'larger antennas ra4Y .give erroneously.low results due to 
complex standing wave _-configurations. ! •· 

! 

BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
. . . 

There ha:s been considerable controversy within the past few ye~rs over the 

wide range which exists between RF exposure standards .in the USSR and in this I 

:. country. To _date this controversy stilt exists but steps toward its 'resolution/. 
j have been _taken by U.S. scientists who are attempting· to replicat.e some of the 

-, ~.. ..... . . ~ 

. - '~~, ... , .. ,;; 
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Russian biological effects research •. "odh~~. guides or standards fpr R,F exposure 
[exist an_d several of these are outlined jin Table 7. The most striking feature 
:of th:1.s table is the 1 V /m limit in the !Soviet Union for the frequency range of: 

. '30-50 MHz [30]. This fi~ld strength is jequivalent to a free !:!pace powe.r density 
•of 0.27 µW/cm2 as compared to the OSHA [l~l] or ANSI (32] limits oflO mW/~m 2 , _ 
;whkh are defined for individuals occup.,tionally exposed. The low exposure . ' 
'limits, for. the general populat_ion in t~e USSR, if applied in this country, , 
.would be exceeded for a substantial fraction of the U-.S,. population where field .. 

. , :''.!strengths of this magnitude . ..routinely ce*st and,have so foi: ye~rs •. It is even 
·' · !questionable whether such low limits can be practically complied with even in 

.. l 
i 

i 
l 

the USSR.' . i . 

Table 7. 

Standard 

OSHA 

ANSI 

BRH 

USAF 

USSR 

Some RF/~fcrowave exposure standards. 
l 

App 1 icab 1 e Frequency 
Range Limits. and Conments 

10 MHz - 100 GHz 10 mW/cm2 for periods >0.1 hour 
1 mW0hr/cm2 during any 0.1 hour 
period 

10 MHz - 100 GHZ Same as OSHA but inc 1 udes other 
specification.s. for field as 

40,000 V2 /m2 or 0.25 A2/m2 . 

915, 2450- . 5 mW/cm2 at· any pofnt two inches· 
from sur.fac·e of microwave. oven 
during lffe time 

300 MHz. - 300 GHz _T = 6,000/W2 where T -is time of 
exposure permitted. and W is power_ 
densitv in mW/cm2 

·lO·_kHz - 10 _MHz 50 rnW/cin2 for _p~riods >6 ,min . 
18,_0()'.) mW-sec/cm1-' for periods <G .m.iri 
100 kV/m peak pul,se, 1 pulse/_minute 

Occu·eational Groups. !_h~_!'~latior\ . 

Medium .Waves 50 V/m 10 V/m .. 

100 kHz - 3 MHz 5 V/1!} Not Es tab] i_shed 

3 - 30 MHz 20 V/m 4 V/m 

30 - 50 MHz· 10 vim 1 V/m 

50 - 300 MHz 5 V/m Not .Established 

0.3 - 300 GHZ 10 ,.w/cm2 · ·1 "W/cni2 

. . ' . j . . 

... 

The ANSI standard allows for-exposures· in excess of _·10 mW/cm2 when the 
· · duration of the. exposure is sufficiently short. One. possible shortcoming· of . 

'this standar_d is the allowance of very ~ntense exposures for these shor·t 't:iine 
:pe.riods. A modification of the ANSI s_t4ndard by the. U.S. Army arid Air Force 
[33] limits maximum exposure_ under any 4ondi.tions to 100 mW/cm2 regardless· of 

'how short an exposure time is involved.: A proposed regulatlon for· RF exposur:e 
, in the State of Texas [34] is patterned iafter 'the ANSI standard. .i.· 
'.' .· ! . . f· 

: ·Generally. the degree of. thermal ha~ard from RF".exposure decreases with i 
l frequency. 'However' to date' standards! iii ·this court try do m=1t take .this _into 

,,. I.consideration .. There have •been suggestions •that a much higher limit should .be 
'used · for frequencies below ,:30 MHz by at [ leas·t two different. organizations [ 35, !. 
'._36] .. l'he Admi.raity Surl;ace Weapc;>ri!\ Establishment of the U .K. has, adc;>pted an 
; unofficial.guide of 1,000 V/m below 30 .MHz and this ievel has been chosen 'on . 
· the basis of phantom dielectric heating i and analyt,ic studies which show .a • . 1 

,.· decr.ease_d heating effec_t. The U.S. Airi_Force has. suggested the use of 5.0 mW/cm2i 
. ar frequencies_ below 10 .. MHz .. from __ their_ ewn a11i111al studies which indicate 1

. 
. ' 



:negligible thermal damage a't th_is level and frequency range [ 36) '. 
' i ' ,, ' ' ' 

Based ·on 'siinple electric Ueld couJling aione, safe current-density values _' 
•were projected by Schwan [37] which ind:ilcated that incident power dens.ities on 
,the order ·cif 106 times that considered ~afe at 1 GHz (10 mW/cm2) would· be ' · 
'required at 1 MHz to produce the equiva~ent power -deposition in a spherical , 
,model of man and that the concept of cu~rent density might be a better choice . 
'of a hazard parameter, especially for tlte lower frequencies.. A current density ' 

. tof 3 'mA/cm? is, used as CQFreeponding to 'an- incident flux of 10 mW/cm2 in the 
:microwave spectrum and is equiv~lent 'to /the thermal_-load in the body imposed .by · 
the basal metabolic rate. Schwan's relJtion between. incident power cjensity and 
,frequ1mcy fc:ir current densities of 1 and_3 mA/coi2 are plotted in Figi:ire 10; : _ 
The 3 mA/cm2 figure is compatible with the fairly extensive data on electrical 
hazards of low frequency-currents. 

I ,_ 

-j 

' Figure 10. Powe_r density ias a function of frequency , 
3 mA/cm2 • . for current densities of l and 

I. 
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APPROXIMA!ES MAN AS A S~HE~E ' 

VALID ONL V FOR FREQUENCIES FOR 
WHICH WAVELENGTH IS MlJCH LARGER 
THAN MAN'S SIZE (i.e,, f < 30 - 100 MHz) 

10• ~~~__._._ __ ....__ _ _.__.....__ ...... ....___......,_.,..... ___ ~ 

1 H, 1 kHi 1 MHz 
·fREciUENCV 

i 

I.' 

I :-

'' .I 

;_ Numerous studies have . been performJd to determine the· relative absor·ption. 
: cross section of man in different frequ~ncy _ranges. Notably, the early studies! _ 

, iconcerned with radar hazards examined p~anar tissue slabs [38] and· spheres [39].: 
and showed that lossy dielectric absortjers could absorb up to several times _ _ 1· · 

ithe product of the incident power density and geometric shadow cross section ·of! 
i the sphere in· the frequency range of 40d-10 ,000 MHz. . Subsequent thermcigraphic , 
!analyses determin_ed the distribution of !the absorbed microwave radiation in 

<!spheres [40,41], 
--J . --• . 

A more C:arefui analysis of relativli absorption characteristics of man at 
lciwer frequencies has shown the importa~C:e of considering. both electric and 

.magnetic coupiing effects in spheres [4~]. Figure .11 from Lin's work, illus.,-
; trates the variation_ of abso_rbed power <Jensity (mW/cin3=total power absorbed/ . _ : ... 
,volume) for a man-equivalent sphere mod41 in the frequency range of 1 MHz to 10: --- · - ------ --·-------------------------------.. ·------------r --------- -- ------ -- ---- - -- ----- ·-r· 

... .,.,#L.~-~,:·· .: :·••,•:r: 0
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An exte~sion of spherical analysis has been accomplished ·f~r a more 
. suitable model of man in the form of a *olate spheroid, exposed to a plane 

wave field [43]. This work showed the very significant effect of orientation 
of the model to .the incident field in the HF band (3-30 MHz). • · Maximum power 
absorption is obtained when the major (iong) · axis of the prolate spheroid is· 
polarized with the incident electric fiEild. This .occurs because· of maximum 

. electric .<::oupling and maximum magnetic. qoupHng since more magn.etic flux is 
•:intercepted· by. the cross section. A fad tor of ten difference can exi!!t in the 
''total>ahorbed. power densit-y· (mW/cm3) depending on whether the spheroid is . , 

polarized with the electric or magnetic '.field. · Figµre .12 is reproduced froui. thei 
work of Durney at al, ·[431 which illustrates this phenomenon where the aspect 
ratio, (ratio of length of major axis to :minor .axis) of the spheroid apprmdmates' 

· that of man. Again the principle· power [absorbed is due to the incident ·magnetic 
· .i field. The curve of average absorbed pclwer density for electric polarization 

is highest since the spheroid is aligned for optimum ele<::tric field coupling 
and optimum magnetic field coupling (the :body of the. spheroid inter~epts more 
magnetic field flux lines). Figure 13 ~rom Durney et al. [43] also illustrat.es 
'the interesting effect of the aspect ra~io for the spheroid where the absorbed 
power is normalized by dividing it by the power absorbed in· a sphere of equal 

Figure 12. Average absorbed power density by a 
muscle prolate for each of the three polar.iza
tions, electric (Pe), magnetic (Ph),· and cross 
(Pc), and for a sphere (Ps) with an incident 
power density of 1 mW/ cm3 , a = 1 m, a/b = 7 . .73, 
volume 0.07 m3 (taken with permission fro~ 
Durney et al. [ 43]) • · 
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. : volume. This curve provides significant insight to the problem of extrapolating. 
·the results of animal bio-effect research .to man.where the aspect ratio inay be· 
;totally different than .that of man. Experimental studies have documented this 
'.polarization dependence in the microwave range [44]. In this study frequency· 

. : ranges of 40~55 MHz and 135-165 MHz which ar,e near the FM and VHF TV broadcast 
,region were suggested as being importan! frequencies for human absorption; this 
study is based on an extrapolation of d!ta obtained for prolate spheroids in a 
transmission line configuration [45]. At the lower frequendes the importance 

, of quantifying the magnetic .field is agt:i.n emphasized for hazard evaluatioris. 

j. Figure 13. Total absorbeci p9wer of a 0.07 m3 muscle 
prolate sphero~d .normalized to that of a muscle 

. sphere of equal volume for each of the.polarizations 
as a function of the ratid_of the· major ax:1.s·to the 
minor axis of the spheroid at 10 MHz (taken with 
permission from Durney et al. [43]). · 
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Thermog~aphic studies.at lower frequencies have. been performed using 
scaling techniques to investigate the absorption properties of humans in the 
HF range [.46] using scaled down phantom'. mode is. Maximum absorption has been _· . 

. •, observed to occur at frequencies for whtch t_he human' body is_ approximately '/,,/2 

I: 

]_ .. 

in length in free _space __ configurations ___ t~~ --~~- -~~equendes for which the body is\;· 

i 
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A/4 when-on a ground plane. The observed resonance effect in this study is iri. 
, contrast with another study which has ~hown a relative flat, frequency 
independent characteristic of the body ln the frequency range of 30-80 MHz [47.) .I i . . . -1. . .-

'These studies, in general, have treated·, the case of plane wave .. irradiation, 
: and further_· study is required to assess; the absorption. properties of man in · · 
: near field conditions where-in the electri_ c and magnet:i.c: fields are not in. 
'time phase.; these are the conditions whlch exist very near the AM standard . 
i broadcast towers for exainp-le; · :· · L · 

Certainly an environmen.tal exposurl! · standard should not exceed th,e ' 
·· occupational standard and perhaps should be lower. The occupational guide 
· [29 ;30) implies that the health ccmditions of the w_orker are known, that the 
: actual exposure can be controlled,. a~d t_he daily exposur·e is limited· to · 
'approximately eight hours. None of the~e conditf.ons apply when.'dealing with. 
i the uncontrolled exposure of the puhllc: at large .. Th'IH suggelclts ·that a -general\ 
. environme.ntal limit of 10 mW/cm2 applied to large populat'ion grouJis may not. be 

.. ·prudent.' On the other hand,· it is not t:lear at· what po.int a lowered exposure , . , . . ·1 . . .· , . ! would satisfactorily compensate for the! uncontrolled aspects of general popula-i·· 
i tion exposure. Any environmental standard .should incorporate the flexibility · 
;necessary for upwards or downwards adjustment to take :i.nto accourit unique · . . I , . . · exposure. situations. 

. • l 

· Careful examination is being .given, to the range between 1 and 10 111W/cm2 
in an attempt to define ·an acceptable exposure level for large population · 

, groups under. uncontrolled exposure conditions. The closest scrutiny is being 
, given to the lower end, o_f the range. · This does not .preclude the promulgation . 
of even lower levels should later biolo~ica'l data indicate 'that standards , 

: should be set below the indicated range; Due consideration must be given to 
: frequency range and duration of -exposin:J. The strongest factors to be con-
, sidered in choosing environmental exposure cr.iteria are· the protection.afforded, ! the· means of providing for control, and' the economic impact on both the. user of, 
: .the source ~rid the· con'sumer' of sour'ce r~lated s·ervices·:· · · 

Values which lie within the indicated range, especially at the 1,ower end, 
would generaliy provide for a 1e·ss' hosthe' e'ieci:romagnetic compatibility 

: environment, for many sensitive medical -~evices, 'would. provide an addltional 
safety fa_ctor of up 1:6 lo for direct (thermal) biological ef fe'.ct's, arid would 

'limit radiofrequency interference to cohsumer ele'ctronic devices:. 

' CONCLUSIONS 

Broadcast ·stations are significant; s·ources of RF exposure in .the, env.:Lron
ment; they represent the majo·r portion bf exposu~e from ali' source categod.es, 

, ·including .radar; when viewed in. a macro,,-environment context and· can.,- under · .. 
special circumstances, produce significant exposure levels ort a specific source· 
basis or _in the micro-environment._· The' levels of exposure- associl;lted _with 
broadcast stations in either ·situation exhibit a wide dynamic rarige depending 
on location. and local source density but are generally not considered to . i .. 
represent a· hazard. Specialized exposute circumstances·, however, can 'imply 

' relatively intense power densities arid thes'e situations should and are being 
investigated to determine i:he· real .exteht of possible hazards.;, . ' . . ,. . . ,, 

' .. Several s_pec:Hic c~~clu~ions a~e drawn.: 

· a) Because ·personnel 
currents and local 'fields 

. ' . 

routinely wor~ on energized .bro·adcast towers, the· 
on such towers should be'investigated further to 

:·t "' 
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determine actual exposure and absorbed ltose data. This conside.ration applies 
• to AM and VHF or UHF installations, I • 

• j . b) Signifi~ant ground or rooi level power densities (1 mW/cm2 or greater) '. 
. from FM and TV stations may be more pr_e aleilt. than previously thought; however) · 
i accurate field.measurements to better v

1 

lidate this possibility are indicat~d•·.1 

I . · c) Careful co~siderati.on should bei given to work on toweI'2;1 or ·bQildings ·.-· _') 
'. \ immediate)ay ad-jaGen.t -t~-high. pow~~-k..o~G-aSt .· stations , .. :especially .. UHF-TV.. ·· ·. . . I . . .. 

d)· More definitive data on the rel~tive absorption cross section of.man 
, is needed in the frequency range of 50 to 400 MHz. This data would. help t:o ., 
: establish a better perspective ori RF ha~ards at lower frequencies: than most . 

.. •. : av_ .ailable data and would be helpful in 'ieterminirig the applicability o. £ 
, . presently. used exposure guides, · · . . · . · . 

' '. 

e) .A.t present -no envir•onmental sta~dard exists for RF or microwave· i exposure. Careful examination is being: given to the range between 1 and 10 
• mW/cm2 • The .actual choice of a level wpl be based on the results of current 
' effects research, the protection afford~d by th~ chosen· level·, con:troi 
I methodology; and' economic: impact. ! 
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